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SPEED CONTROLLED MACHINE TOOL



electric motor for driving the machining tool; and a generator for generating electric power to drive the electric motor by the rotation of the spindle. According to a second aspect of the present invention, there



Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca



is provided a tool attachable to a spindle of a machine tool



tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.



comprising a machining tool for machining a workpiece; an electric motor for driving the machining tool; a generator for generating electric power to drive the electric motor by the rotation of the spindle; and a control means for controlling a



This is a divisional (reissue) ofapplicalion Sen No. 11/154, 997?ledJun. 1 7, 2005, now abandoned, which is aReissue of
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application Sen No. 10/198,93 7,?led Jul. 22, 2002, US. Pat.



supply of electric power generated by the generator to drive and control the machining tool. According to a third aspect of the present invention, there is provided a tool attachable to a spindle of a machine tool



No. 6,579,215, is a divisional ofapplication Ser. No. 09/866, 943 ?led May 30, 2001, US. Pat. No. 6,474,913 which claims



priority to Japanese Patent Application No. 2000-163437 ?led May 31, 2000, Japanese Patent Application No. 2000 168231 ?led Jun. 5, 2000, and Japanese Patent Application No. 2000-251096 ?led Aug. 22, 2000.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
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comprising a machining tool for machining a workpiece; an electric motor for driving the machining tool; a generator for generating electric power to drive the electric motor by the rotation of the spindle; an electric power receiving part other than the electric motor for receiving supply of the electric power; a secondary battery able to supply power to the elec tric power receiving part; and a charging circuit for charging the secondary battery with part of the electric power gener



ated by the generator.



1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a tool and a tool holder to



According to a fourth aspect of the present invention, there



be used in a machine tool. More particularly, the present invention relates to a tool and tool holder removably attach able to the spindle of a machine tool. 2. Description of the Related Art In a machine tool provided with a spindle such as machin



is provided a tool attachable to a spindle of a machine tool



comprising a machining tool for machining a workpiece; an electric motor for driving the machining tool; a generator for generating electric power, to drive the electric motor by the rotation of the spindle; a processing circuit for processing



ing center, the maximum rotational speed of the spindle is determined by the structure of a bearing rotatably supporting



data related to machining of the workpiece by the machining tool; and a transmitting and receiving circuit for performing at



the spindle and a lubrication system of this bearing. For this



least one of transmission and reception of a wireless signal



reason, when it is necessary to rotate a tool at a higher rota



indicating information related to machining of a workpiece



tional speed than the maximum rotational speed of the spindle, an accelerating apparatus is used. As the accelerating apparatus, for example, an accelerating



by the machining tool. According to a ?fth aspect of the present invention, there is provided a tool holder attachable to a spindle of a machine



tool for rotatably holding a machining tool for machining a workpiece, the tool holder comprising an electric motor for driving the machining tool and a generator for generating



apparatus provided with a gear mechanism such as an epicy



clic gearing which holds the tool and is removably attachable to the spindle is well known. However, when raising the rotational speed of the tool to a higher speed than the maximum rotational speed of the



electric power to drive the electric motor by the rotation of the 40



ratus increasingly generates heat at a super high rotational speed such as tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of revolutions per minute, so the machining tolerance of a work piece can be in?uenced by the heat. Further, at the above



super high rotational speed, the noise from the accelerating



accordance with a machining program; and a tool attachable



apparatus can also increase. Furthermore, a highly reliable precision structure able to withstand the above super high



to the spindle and provided with a machining tool for machin ing a workpiece, an electric motor for driving the machining tool, and a generator for generating electric power to drive the electric motor by the rotation of the spindle. According to a seventh aspect of the present invention,



rotational speed is required for the accelerating apparatus, so there is the disadvantage that the manufacturing cost becomes



relatively high. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



there is provided a method of driving a tool attachable to a



spindle of a machine tool, the tool being provided with a machining tool for machining a workpiece, an electric motor



An object of the present invention is to provide a tool and a tool holder capable of changing the rotational speed of a



for driving the machining tool, and a generator for generating



machining tool for machining a workpiece independently



electric power to drive the electric motor by the rotation of the



spindle, comprising the steps of generating alternating cur



from the rotational speed of a spindle of a machine tool. Another object of the present invention is to provide a machine tool provided with the above tool and tool holder. Still another object of the present invention is to provide a



method of driving the above tool. Still another object of the present invention is to provide a tool management system for managing the above tool. According to a ?rst aspect of the present invention, there is provided a tool attachable to a spindle of a machine tool



comprising a machining tool for machining a workpiece; an



spindle. According to a sixth aspect of the present invention, there is provided a machine tool comprising a machine tool body provided with a spindle, a driving means for driving the spindle, and at least one control axis for changing a relative position between the spindle and a workpiece; a control appa ratus for controlling the driving means and the control axis in



spindle by the above gear mechanism, the accelerating appa



rent having a frequency in accordance with the rotational



speed of the spindle; driving the electric motor by the gener ated alternating current; and controlling the rotational speed of the machining tool in accordance with the frequency of the alternating current. According to an eighth aspect of the present invention, 65



there is provided a tool management system comprising a tool attachable to a spindle of a machine tool, the tool comprising a machining tool for machining a workpiece, an electric
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motor for driving the machining tool, a generator for gener ating electric power to drive the electric motor by the rotation of the spindle, a processing circuit for processing data related to machining of the Workpiece by the machining tool; a trans mitting and receiving circuit for performing at least one of transmission and reception of a Wireless signal indicating information related to machining of a Workpiece by the



The saddle 44 is provided With a not illustrated nut part passing thorough the cross rail 37 in a horiZontal direction. A feed shaft 41 With a screW part formed on the outer circum



ference is screWed into this nut part. A servo motor 19 is connected With an end of the feed shaft 41. The feed shaft 41 is driven to rotate by the servo motor 19.



By the rotation of the feed shaft 41, the saddle 44 moves in the Y-axis direction. By this, the ram 45 is moved and posi tioned in the Y-axis direction. Further, the saddle 44 is provided With a not illustrated nut



machining tool; and a management apparatus for performing at least one of reception of data from the transmitting and receiving circuit and transmission of data to the receiving circuit and managing the data.



part in the vertical direction. The feed shaft 42 With a screW part formed on the outer circumference is screWed into this nut part. A servo motor 20 is connected With an end of the shaft 42. The servo motor 20 drives the feed shaft 42 to rotate. By



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



These and other objects and features of the present inven tion Will be more apparent from the folloWing description of the preferred embodiments given in relation to the accompa



this, the ram 45 movably provided on the saddle 44 is moved and positioned in the Z-axis direction. The ram 45 has built into it a spindle motor 31. This spindle motor 31 rotates a spindle 46 rotatably supported by the ram



nying draWings, Wherein: FIG. 1 is a vieW of the con?guration of a machining center as an example of a machine tool according to the present



20



invention;



46. BeloW the ram 45, a table 35 is provided movably in the X-axis direction. The table 35 is provided With a not illus



FIG. 2 is a sectional vieW of a tool according to the ?rst



embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 3 is a vieW of the connection state of a motor and



25



generator;



trated nut part. A not illustrated nut feed shaft provided along the X-axis direction is screWed into this nut part. This not illustrated feed shaft is connected to the servo motor 20.



FIG. 4 is a vieW of the con?guration of an electrical system of a tool according to a second embodiment of the present



invention; FIG. 5 is a vieW of the con?guration of an electrical system of a tool according to a third embodiment of the present



45. A tool T such as an end mill is attached at the front end of



the spindle 46. The tool is driven by the rotation of the spindle



30



The table 35 is moved and positioned in the X-axis direc tion by the rotation and driving of the servo motor 18. Further, the double housing column 38 is provided With a not illustrated nut part. The cross rail 37 is raised and loWered



invention;



by the rotation of the feed shaft 32a screwed into it by a cross



FIG. 6 is a vieW of the con?guration of an electrical system of a tool according to a fourth embodiment of the present



rail elevation motor 32.



invention;



An automatic tool changer (ATC) 39 automatically 35



FIG. 7 is a vieW of the con?guration of an electrical system of a tool according to a ?fth embodiment of the present



its not illustrated magaZine, returns the tool T attached to the spindle by a not illustrated tool changing arm into the maga



invention; 40



Zine, and attaches a required tool held by the magaZine to the spindle by the tool changing arm. A numerical control apparatus 51 drives and controls the



45



above servo motors 18, 19, and 20, the cross rail elevation motor 32, and the spindle motor 31. Speci?cally, the numerical control apparatus 51 controls the positions and the speeds betWeen a Workpiece and the tool T by the servo motor 18, 19, and 20 according to a machining process de?ned in advance in a machining program. Further, the numerical control apparatus 51 controls the rotational



FIG. 8 is a sectional vieW of a tool according to a sixth



embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 9 is a vieW of the con?guration of an electrical system of a tool and the con?guration of a tool management system using the same according to the sixth embodiment of the



present invention; FIG. 10 is a vieW of the con?guration of a machine tool to



Which the tool management system is applied; and FIG. 11 is a vieW of the con?guration of an electrical system of a tool and the con?guration of a tool management system using the same according to a seventh embodiment of



the present invention.



speed of the spindle 46 by decoding the rotational speed of the 50



operation of the tool T de?ned by for example an M-code in the machining program. 55



present invention by referring to the draWings. First Embodiment FIG. 1 is a vieW of the con?guration of a machining center as an example of a machine tool according to the present invention. Note that the machining center is a numerical control machine tool capable of so-called combined machin 1ng. In FIG. 1, the machining center 1 is provided With a cross



FIG. 2 is a sectional vieW of a tool according to the ?rst



embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 2, a tool 60 is comprised ofa cutting tool 100 and



60



a tool holder 61. Note that the cutting tool 100 is an embodi ment of a machining tool according to the present invention. The tool holder 61 has an attachment part 62, a casing 65



comprised of casing parts 66, 67, and 68, a generator 70, an electric motor 80, a tool holding part 90, and a locking part 85. The attachment part 62 is provided With a grip part 62a, a



rail 37 having tWo ends movably supported by shafts of a double housing type column 38. A ram 45 is provided mov ably in a vertical direction (Z-axis direction) via a saddle 44 supported movably on this cross rail 37.



spindle 46 de?ned by an S-code in the machining program. Still further, the numerical control apparatus 51 automati



cally changes various tools by decoding the tool changing



DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS



BeloW, an explanation Will be made of embodiments of the



changes the tool T attached to the spindle 46. That is, the automatic tool changer 39 holds various tools in



taper shank 62b to be attached to a taper sleeve 46a formed at 65



the front end of the above spindle 46, a pull stud 62c formed at the front end of this taper shank 62b, and a shaft portion 62d



rotatably held by the casing part 66.
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5 The grip part 62a of the attachment part 62 is gripped by the



poWer. In the case of a three-phase synchronous generator as



above tool changing arm of the automatic tool changer 39 When the tool 60 is being attached to the spindle 46 from the magazine of the automatic tool changer 39 and When the tool



the generator 70, the generator 70 generates three-phase alter nating current. The frequency F of the three-phase alternating current generated by the generator 70, as the pole number of the



60 is being conveyed from the spindle to the magaZine of the automatic tool changer 39.



generator 70 is p 1 and the rotational speed of the spindle 46 is



NO [rpm], is expressed by the folloWing formula (1).



The center of the taper shank 62b of the attachment part 62



becomes concentric With the center of the spindle 46 by being attached to the taper sleeve 46a of the spindle 46. The pull stud 62c of the attachment part 62 is clamped by



Accordingly, When the spindle 46 is rotated at the rota



tional speed NO, a three-phase alternating current having the frequency F expressed the above formula (1) is supplied to the



a collet of a not illustrated clamping mechanism built in the



spindle 46 When the attachment part 62 is attached to the taper sleeve 46a of the spindle 46. Note that the clamping mecha



electric motor 80. Here, in case Where a three-phase induction motor is used as the electric motor 80, as the pole number of the electric



nism built in the spindle 46 is Well known, so a detailed



explanation of it Will be omitted. The shaft portion 62d of the attachment part 62 is supported rotatably held by the inner circumference of the casing part 66 via a plurality of bearings 72. The shaft portion 62d of the attachment part 62 is con nected With the input shaft 71 of the generator 70. As this



motor 80 is p2, the electric motor 80 is rotated by 2/p2 per



cycle of the three-phase alternating current. Therefore, the synchronous rotational speed of the electric motor 80 is expressed by the folloWing formula (2). N1:120*F/p2



20



generator 70, for example, a three-phase synchronous gen



Accordingly, the relationship of the rotational speed N1 of



erator can be used.



the cutting tool 100 to the rotational speed N0 of the spindle 46



The electric poWer generated by the generator 70 is sup plied to the electric motor 80. As this electric motor 80, for example, a three-phase induction motor can be used. For example, in a case Where a three-phase synchronous generator is used as the generator 70 and a three-phase induc



is expressed by the folloWing formula (3). As understood from formula (3), the rotational speed N0 of the spindle 46 is changed to the rotational speed Nl expressed by the above formula (3). As expressed by the formula (3), it is found that by appro 30



priately setting the ratio betWeen the pole number p l of the generator 70 and the pole number p2 of the electric motor 80, it is possible to freely set the ratio of the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 to the rotational speed of the spindle 46.



35



tional speed of the cutting tool 100 higher than that of the spindle 46, the ratio of the pole number p l/p2 is set larger than



receives a supply of three-phase alternating current generated by the generator 70 through the three poWer cables. The tool holding part 90 has a rotatable shaft 91, a coupling 93 for connecting this rotatable shaft 91 and the output shaft 81 of the electric motor 80, and a tool attachment part 95.



That is, in the case Where it is intended to raise the rota



The rotatable shaft 91 is rotatably held by the inner circum ference of the casing part 68 via a plurality of rolling bearings 7 2.



The front end side of the rotatable shaft 91 is prevented from detaching from the casing part 68 by a stopper 94. The cutting tool 100 is held by the tool attachment part 95. This cutting tool 100 machines a Workpiece.



40



1. When it is intended to reduce the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 to loWer than that of the spindle 46, the ratio ofthe pole number pl/p2 is set smaller than 1. Next, an explanation of the driving method of the above con?gured tool Will be made. When machining a Workpiece comprised of a di?icult-to cut material such as aluminum alloy, sometimes the rotational



Speci?cally, as the cutting tool 100, a cutting tool such as a drill or an end mill may be used.



The casing parts 66, 67, and 68 are connected each other by



(3)



25



tion motor is used as the electric motor 80, as shoWn in FIG.



3, the generator 70 and the electric motor80 are connected by three poWer cables Wx, WY, and W2. The electric motor 80



45



speed of the cutting tool 100 is raised higher than the maxi mum rotational speed of the spindle 46.



clamping means such as bolts. The casing 65 is constructed



In such a case, the tool 60 is held in advance in the maga



by these casing parts 66, 67, and 68.



Zine of the automatic tool changer 39 of the machining center



A locking part 85 is mounted on the outer circumference of



1.



the casing part 66. When the attachment part 62 is attached to the taper sleeve



50



46a of the spindle 46, the front end of the locking part 85 is inserted to an engagement hole 47a formed at a non-rotating part such as the ram 45 on the side of the spindle 46.



Due to this, even if the spindle 46 is rotated, rotation of the



casing 65 is prevented.



55



Next, an explanation Will be made of an example of the



operation of the above con?gured tool 60. First, the automatic tool changer 39 attaches the tool holder 61 holding the cutting tool 100 at the tool attachment holder 95 to the spindle 46 of the machining center 1. The front end 85a of the locking part 85 is inserted into the engagement hole 47a of the non-rotating part 47 Whereby the rotation of the



60



casing 65 is prevented. By rotating the spindle at the rotational speed of NO from this state, the attachment part 62 of the tool holder 61 is rotated, and the rotation of the spindle 46 is transmitted to the



generator 70. By this, the generator 70 generates electric



(2)



65



For example, When the maximum rotational speed Nmax of the spindle 46 of the above machining center 1 is 3000 rpm and the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 is raised to 30,000 rpm, the generator 70 and the electric motor 80 having a ratio of the pole number pl/p2 of 10 are used. The automatic tool changer 39 attaches the tool 60 auto matically to the spindle 46 in the same Way as an ordinary tool. Note that an ordinary tool is a tool having a cutting tool



clamped by a tool holder. The rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 held by the tool holder 61 is controlled by the rotational speed of the spindle 46. Speci?cally, in the machining program doWnloaded in the numerical control apparatus 51, the rotational speed of the spindle 46 is designated in advance by an S-code in accor dance With the rotational speed of the cutting tool 1 00 held by the tool holder 61. For example, When rotating the cutting tool 100 at the rotational speed of 30,000 rpm, the rotational speed of the spindle 46 is designated as 3000 rpm by the S-code in the machining program.
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When the spindle 46 is rotated at the rotational speed of 3000 rpm, the generator 70 generates a three-phase altemat ing current having a frequency in accordance With the rota tional speed of the spindle 46 and the pole number of the generator 70 and electric motor 80. The electric motor 80 is driven by the three-phase altemat



Further, in the above embodiment, the explanation Was made of the case of increasing the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 from the rotational speed of the spindle 46, but decreasing the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 from the rotational speed of the spindle 46 is also possible. Further, in the above embodiment, the explanation Was



ing current supplied from the generator 70, While the cutting



made of the case of use of a three-phase synchronous genera tor as the generator 70 and use of a three-phase induction



tool 100 held by the tool holder 61 is rotated at the rotational



speed of about 30,000 rpm. In the above state Where the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 is increased, by moving the Workpiece ?xed on the



motor as the electric motor 80, but it is also possible to employ



a con?guration changing the rotational speed of the spindle 46 by a combination of a direct current generator and a direct current motor. The rotational speed of the direct current motor



table 35 relative to the cutting tool 100 (spindle 46) in accor dance With the machining program, the Workpiece is cut. By this, it becomes possible to appropriately cut a Work piece comprised of a di?icult-to-cut material such as alumi num alloy. In this Way, according to the present embodiment, the



rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 is raised by driving the motor 80 by the electric poWer generated by the generator 70.



is determined by voltage supplied from the direct current generator and the load. For this reason, it is dif?cult to directly



control the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 by the rotational speed of the spindle 46. By measuring the output characteristic and the load char acteristic of the direct current generator and the direct current 20



Due to this, even if the spindle 46 is rotated at a high rotational speed, heat is not increasingly generated such as in a gear apparatus, so a reduction of the machining tolerance due to



current motor.



the heat can be avoided.



Further, in this embodiment, the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 is changed by using the generator 70 and



Further, it is possible to use another kind of generator and 25 motor.



30



Second Embodiment FIG. 4 is a vieW of the con?guration of the electrical system of a tool according to a second embodiment of the present invention. Note that the mechanical structure of the tool according to the present embodiment is the same as the above mentioned embodiment. As shoWn in FIG. 4, the tool according to the present embodiment is provided With an alternating current generator



35



as the generator 70, a direct current motor as the electric motor 80, and a recti?er circuit 201.



electric motor 80. Therefore, it is possible to decrease the cost and noise of the tool 60 compared With the case using a transmission mechanism such as a gear apparatus.



Further, according to this embodiment, the tool 60 can be attached to the spindle 46 and changed by the automatic tool changer 39 in the same Way as an ordinary tool. Due to this, it



is possible to immediately respond to a need for high speed rotation of the cutting tool 100. Further, according to this embodiment, the cutting tool 100 is driven by the electric poWer generated by the rotation of the spindle 46. For this reason, it is not necessary to supply electric poWer from outside of the tool, so a cable for supply ing electric poWer is not necessary betWeen the spindle 46 and the tool 60.



motor in advance, it becomes possible to change the rota tional speed of the spindle 46 at a constant speed ratio by the combination of the direct current generator and the direct



The recti?er circuit 201 recti?es alternating current gener ated by the generator 70 and supplies it to the electric motor 80. This recti?er circuit 201 is built in, for example, the above 40



casing 65.



Further, in this embodiment, a three-phase synchronous



The amount of the direct current supplied from the recti?er



generator is used as the generator 70 and a three-phase induc tion motor is used as the electric motor 80. Due to this, it



circuit 201 is de?ned by the rotational speed of the spindle 46. On the other hand, the rotational speed of the direct current



becomes possible to easily control the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 by the rotational speed of the spindle 46. That



motor can be controlled in accordance With the amount of the 45



supplied current. Accordingly, by controlling the rotational



is, since the three-phase synchronous generator generates



speed of the spindle 46, control of the speed of the electric



voltage having a frequency precisely proportional to the rota tional speed of the spindle 46 and since the three-phase induc



motor 80 becomes possible. In this Way, according to the present invention, even if an



tion motor drives the cutting tool 100 at a rotational speed



proportional to this frequency, the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 can be easily and precisely controlled by the rotational speed of the spindle 46 and the pole number ratio betWeen the three-phase synchronous generator and the three-phase induction motor. Further, no position detecting element for detecting the



50



providing the recti?er circuit 201 at the tool, it is possible to change the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 from the



rotational speed of the spindle 46. Note that in the above embodiment, a con?guration Where 55



Where the recti?er circuit 201 is housed in a box or the like and



this is attached to the outside of the casing 65. 60



any machining requiring acceleration of the rotational speed of the spindle 46. For example, the present invention can be applied to machining of various super di?icult-to-cut mate rials such as cemented carbide, silicate glass, and ceramics.



the recti?er circuit 201 Was built in the casing 65 Was



employed, but it is also possible to employ a con?guration



rotational position of a rotor is needed for the electric motor 80. Due to this, no cable is needed betWeen the numerical



control apparatus 51 and the tool holder 51, so complete separation of the tool 60 from the spindle 46 becomes pos sible. Note that in the above embodiment, the explanation Was made of the case of application to high speed machining of an aluminum alloy, but the present invention can be applied to



alternating current generator is used as the generator 70 and a direct current motor is used as the electric motor 80, by



65



Further, it is also possible to employ a con?guration Where a cavity is formed at the casing 65 and the cavity houses the recti?er circuit 201. Third Embodiment FIG. 5 is a vieW of the con?guration of the electrical system of a tool according to a third embodiment of the present invention. Note that the mechanical structure of the tool according to the present embodiment is the same as the above mentioned ?rst embodiment.
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In the above ?rst and second embodiments, the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 of the tool 60 is controlled by the



Accordingly, according to the present embodiment, control of the rotational position, the rotational speed, and the torque of the cutting tool 100 becomes possible regardless of the rotational speed of the spindle 46. That is, in the present



rotational speed of the spindle 60, namely, the input rotational speed of the generator 70. In the present embodiment, an explanation Will be made of a con?guration enabling control of the rotational speed of the cutting tool 100 regardless of the input rotational speed of the generator 70. As shoWn in FIG. 5, the tool according to the present



embodiment, it becomes possible to drive and control the cutting tool 100 separately at the tool side. Fourth Embodiment FIG. 6 is a vieW of the con?guration of the electrical system of a tool according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention. Note that the mechanical structure of the tool according to the present embodiment is the same as the above mentioned ?rst embodiment.



embodiment is provided With a generator 70 comprised of an alternating current generator, an electric motor 80, a recti?er circuit 302, an inverter 303, and a control circuit 304. The recti?er circuit 302, the inverter 303, and the control circuit 304 are incorporated in the above casing 65. Note that it is possible to employ a con?guration Where at least some of these recti?er circuit 3 02, inverter 3 03, and control circuit 3 04



The point of difference betWeen the con?guration of the present embodiment and the con?guration explained in the third embodiment is that the generator 70 is provided With a



rotational position detector 402 and the signal detected by this rotational position detector 402 is input to the microprocessor



are housed in a box mounted on the outside of the casing 65.



Further, it is also possible to employ a con?guration Where a cavity is formed on the casing 65 and the cavity houses these recti?er circuit 302, inverter 303, and control circuit 304. Further, the recti?er circuit 302 supplies part of the recti



20



The rotational position detector 402 is mounted to the input shaft 71 of the generator 70 and detects the rotation of the



?ed direct current to the control circuit 304.



The inverter 303 changes the direct current supplied from the recti?er circuit 302 into alternating current for driving the electric motor 80. For example, the inverter 303 is con?gured by a pulse Width modulation (PWM) inverter. The control circuit 304 is provided With a microprocessor 305, a read only memory (ROM) 306, a random access memory (RAM) 307, a counter circuit 308, an analog-to



input shaft 71. As the rotational position detector 402, for 25



46 is input to the control circuit 304.



In the control circuit 304, by calculating the difference per 30



35



That is, by employing the con?guration of the present embodiment, it becomes possible to accurately control the



The microprocessor 305 executes the control program 40



Further, in the control circuit 304, both of the rotational position of the spindle 46 and the rotational position of the



PWM control signals.



electric motor 80 can be obtained, so it becomes possible to 45



detector 311. As this rotational position detector 311, for example, an optical rotary encoder or a resolver may be used. 50



rotation of the electric motor 80 and outputs the count to the



microprocessor 305. The above con?gured control circuit 304 can operate by



receiving electric poWer generated by the generator 70 by the



55



rotation of the spindle 46. The control circuit 304 receives the rotation and the drive current of the electric motor 80 as input. Due to this, by preparing a desired control program in the ROM 306 of the control circuit 304 in advance, various control of the electric motor 80 becomes possible. For example, When a synchronous motor is used as the electric motor 80 and it is intended to variably control the



speed of this synchronous motor, velocity reference data is set in advance in the ROM 306. By this, speed control of the electric motor 80 becomes possible in accordance With this



velocity reference data.



rotational speed of the spindle 46 in the same Way as a gear



apparatus.



outputs control signals 304s to the inverter 300 via the D/A converter 309. The control signals 304s are for example



The counter circuit 308 counts pulse signals detected by the rotational position detector 311 in accordance With the



Accordingly, by preparing in advance a program for gen erating velocity references having a constant speed ratio to the rotational speed of the spindle 46 in the ROM 306, it becomes possible to accurately control the rotational speed of the electric motor 80 With respect to that of the spindle 46.



cessor 305.



The A/D converter 310 converts the value of the current supplied from the inverter 303 to the electric motor 80 detected by a current detector 312 into a digital signal. The electric motor 80 is provided With a rotational position



unit time of the rotation received from the counter circuit 403, it becomes possible to determine the rotational speed of the



spindle 46.



converter 309. The ROM 306 stores a control program for controlling the



stored in the ROM 306, performs various operations, and



example, an optical rotary encoder or a resolver may be used.



By detecting the amount of rotation of the input shaft 71 by the rotational position detector 402, the rotation of the spindle



digital (A/D) converter 310, and a digital-to-analog (D/A) electric motor 80. The control program performs for example variable speed control of the electric motor 80 by ?eld-ori ented control. The RAM 307 stores data for operations of the micropro



305 via a counter circuit 403. The rest of the con?guration of the present embodiment is exactly the same as that of the third embodiment.



make the rotational position of the spindle 46 and the rota tional position of the electric motor 80 exactly match. Fifth Embodiment FIG. 7 is a vieW of a con?guration of the electrical system of a tool according to a ?fth embodiment of the present invention. Note that the mechanical structure of the tool according to the present embodiment is the same as the above mentioned ?rst embodiment.



The point of difference betWeen the con?guration of the present embodiment shoWn in FIG. 7 and the con?guration explained in the third embodiment is that a data input unit 501 is added to the control circuit 304. The rest of the con?gura tion of the present embodiment is exactly the same as that of the third embodiment.



60



The data input unit 501 inputs various types of data for controlling the electric motor 80 from the outside to the control circuit 304.



Speci?cally, the data input unit 501 can be con?gured by sWitches mounted on the casing 65 Which are operable from 65



outside the casing 65. The data input unit 501 can be also con?gured by a receiv ing apparatus mounted on the outside of the casing 65 for
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receiving Wireless signals. According to this con?guration, it



etc. Further, the information related to the machining of a



becomes possible to input data in real time While machining by the tool. The data input from the data input unit 501 includes for example various types of data such as velocity references to



Workpiece by the cutting tool 100 also includes information about the detected rotational position and the detected rota tional speed of the electric motor 80. The tool information includes for example information about the type of the cutting tool 100 such as drill or end mill, siZe of the cutting tool 100 such as diameter or length, etc. The monitor information includes information about dis



the electric motor 80 or control parameters.



In the present embodiment, by employing the above con ?guration, it is possible to freely change the content of the control of the electric motor 80. For example, When machin



connection or short-circuits of cables in the generator 70 or



ing conditions are changed, it becomes possible to easily change the rotational speed of the electric motor 80.



the electric motor 80, overload of the electric motor 80, etc.



The processing circuit 150 ?rst generates the above tool information of the predetermined format. Further, the pro cessing circuit 150 detects the generated current 70s of the



Sixth Embodiment FIG. 8 is a sectional vieW of a tool according to a sixth



embodiment of the present invention. Note that in FIG. 8, parts corresponding to those in the tool 60 according to the



generator 70 or drive current 80s of the electric motor 80, monitors for an irregular state of the generator 70 or the electric motor 80 based on the detected information, adds this monitor information to the tool information, and transmits



?rst embodiment are assigned the same reference numerals.



The tool 160 shoWn in FIG. 8 is con?gured from the cutting tool 100 and a tool holder 161.



this tool information to the transmitting and receiving circuit



The tool holder 161 is provided With a secondary battery 110, a processing board 300, and an antenna 141 in addition



to the attachment part 62, the casing 65, the generator 70, the electric motor 80, the tool holding part 90, and the locking part 85. The secondary battery 110 is ?xed inside of the casing part 67. This secondary battery 110 stores part of the electric poWer generated by the generator 70. As the secondary bat tery 110, for example, a nickel-cadmium battery may be used. Besides this, a nickel -hydro gen battery, a lithium battery, or a small-siZed lead storage battery can be also used. The antenna 141 is ?xed on the outside surface of the



20



The transmitting and receiving circuit 140 transmits the data from the processing circuit 150 to the management appa ratus 400 as a Wireless signal by the antenna 141. 25



The charging circuit 120, the processing circuit 150, and the transmitting and receiving circuit 140 can be incorporated in the casing 65. Note that it is also possible to house the processing circuit 150 and the transmitting and receiving circuit 140 in a box and mount the box to the outside of the



casing 65. Further, it is also possible to employ a con?gura 30



casing part 65. The processing board 300 is ?xed inside of the casing 65. This processing board 300 is electrically connected With the secondary battery 110 and antenna 141. FIG. 9 is a vieW of the con?guration of the electrical system of the tool and the con?guration of the tool management system according to the sixth embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 9, the tool 160 is provided With a charging circuit



35



120, a processing circuit 150, and a transmitting and receiving circuit 140 in addition to the above generator 70, the electric motor 80, the secondary battery 110, and the antenna 141. Further, the tool management system according to the



40



tion Where a cavity is formed on the casing 65 and the charg ing circuit 120 and the processing circuit 150 and the trans mitting and receiving circuit 140 are housed in the cavity. The management apparatus 400 is provided With an antenna 401 Which receives data from the antenna 141. This



management apparatus 400 is provided With a utility program for monitoring and managing the tool 160 based on the data from the antenna 141. Note that the management apparatus



400 is con?gured by for example a personal computer. Further, as shoWn in FIG. 10, the management apparatus 400 is connected to the numerical control apparatus 51. In a case of an irregular state such as a fault in the tool 160, the



management apparatus 400 transmits this irregular state



present embodiment is comprised of the tool 160 and a man



agement apparatus 400. The charging circuit 120, the processing circuit 150, and



140.



45



information to the numerical control apparatus 51. Next, an explanation, Will be given of an example of the



operation of the above con?gured tool 160.



the transmitting and receiving circuit 140 are formed on the



The automatic tool changer 39 attaches the tool holder 161



above processing board 300. The charging circuit 120 charges



holding the cutting tool 100 to the spindle 46 of the machining center 1. The front end 85a of the locking part 85 is inserted



the secondary battery 110 With a part of the electric poWer



generated by the generator 70. This charging circuit 120 is comprised of a recti?er circuit for rectifying the alternating voltage generated by the generator 70, a smoothing circuit for smoothing the ripple included in the output voltage of this recti?er circuit and converting it into appropriate voltage, etc. The secondary battery 110 supplies the electric poWer charged by the charging circuit 120 to the poWer receiving part 170 having the processing circuit 150 and the transmit ting circuit 150. The processing circuit 150 operates by receiving the elec tric poWer supplied from the secondary battery 110 and pro



50



55



161 is rotated, so the rotation of the spindle 46 is transmitted to the generator 70. For example, in case Where a three-phase synchronous is



used as the generator 70, three-phase alternating current is



generated. 60



A part of this three-phase alternating current is charged into the secondary battery 110 by the charging circuit 120. The processing circuit 150 and the transmitting and receiv ing circuit 140 become operable by the charge of the second ary battery 110. When the processing circuit 150 becomes operable, the



ces ses information related to the machining of a Workpiece by



the cutting tool 100. Here, the information related to the machining of a Work



piece by the cutting tool 100 includes, for example, tool information of a predetermined format for identifying the tool 160, monitor information concerning the rotational state of the generator 70 or the electric motor 80 during machining,



into the engagement hole 47a of the non-rotating part 47, Whereby rotation of the casing 65 is prevented. When the spindle 46 is rotated at predetermined rotational speed from this state, the attachment part 62 of the tool holder



65



processing circuit 150 generates the tool information of a predetermined format and transmits this tool information to



the transmitting and receiving circuit 140.
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The inverter 210 changes the supplied direct current from the recti?er circuit 200 to alternating current for driving the electric motor 80. For example, the inverter 210 is comprised



tool information of a predetermined format to the manage ment apparatus 400. When an irregular state of the generator 70 or the electrical



of a PWM inverter.



The charging circuit 120 charges the secondary battery 110 With part of the electric poWer generated by the generator 70.



motor 80 occurs While machining a Workpiece by the cutting tool 100, irregular state information is transmitted to the management apparatus 400 in addition to the tool informa tion. Further, if the secondary battery is charged, even after the rotation of the spindle 46 stops, the processing circuit 150 and the transmitting and receiving circuit 140 can transmit vari



This charging circuit 120 is comprised of a recti?er circuit for



rectifying the alternating voltage generated by the generator 70, a smoothing circuit for smoothing the ripple included in the output of this recti?er circuit and converting it into appro



priate voltage, etc. The secondary battery 110 supplies the electric poWer



ous types of data such as tool information or irregular state



charged by the charging circuit 120 to the electric poWer



information to the management apparatus 400. For example, When the management apparatus 400 has obtained the irregular state information from the transmitting



receiving part 270. The electric poWer receiving part 270 is comprised of a



and receiving circuit 140, the management apparatus 400 transmits this irregular state information to the numerical



control apparatus 51. When receiving the irregular state infor mation, the numerical control apparatus 51 controls the auto



20



matic tool changer 39 so as to detach the tool 160 from the



spindle 46.



100 to the management apparatus 400 and receives data



related to machining of a Workpiece by the cutting tool 100



According to the present embodiment, the tool 160 is pro vided With the secondary battery 110 and can use the electric



poWer stored in this secondary battery 110 in the poWer receiving part 170 other than the electric motor 80. Due to this, it is possible to operate various circuits incorporated in or added to the tool 160 regardless of the rotation of the spindle 46, and it is possible to transmit and receive data even during stoppage of the spindle 46. Further, according to the present embodiment, by the man



from the management apparatus 400 via an antenna 241. 25



The processing circuit part 504 processes the information related to machining of a Workpiece by the cutting tool 100. This processing circuit part 504 is provided With a micropro cessor 505, a read only memory (ROM) 506, a random access



30



memory (RAM) 507, a counter circuit 508, an analog-to digital(A/D) converter 510, and a digital-to-analog converter 509. The ROM 506 stores a control program for controlling the



agement apparatus 400 collecting information from the tool 160, comprehensive management of the tool 160 becomes



electric motor 80. The control program performs for example variable speed control of the electric motor 80 by ?eld-ori



possible. Seventh Embodiment FIG. 11 is a vieW of the con?guration of the electrical system of a tool and the con?guration of a tool management system according to a seventh embodiment of the present invention. Note that the mechanical structure of the tool according to



processing circuit part 504 and the transmitting and receiving circuit 240 and is operated by electric poWer supplied from the secondary battery 110. The transmitting and receiving circuit 240 transmits the data related to machining of a Workpiece by the cutting tool



35



ented control. Further, the ROM 506 stores a program for generating tool information of a predetermined format or monitoring an irregular state of the tool, a program for trans



mitting various types of data to the transmitting and receiving circuit 240 and receiving various types of data from the trans 40



mitting and receiving circuit 240, etc.



the present embodiment is the same as the sixth embodiment.



The RAM 507 stores data for operations of the micropro



In FIG. 11, the parts corresponding to those in the tool 160



ces sor 505, data transmitted from the transmitting and receiv



according to the sixth embodiment use the same reference



ing circuit 240, etc.



numerals.



In the above sixth embodiment, the management apparatus 400 only received the data from the tool 1 60, but in the present embodiment, an explanation Will be made of a con?guration enabling transmission and reception of data betWeen the man agement apparatus 400 and the tool 260. As shoWn in FIG. 11, the tool 260 according to the present



45



performs various operations, outputs control signals 504s to the inverter 210 via the D/A converter 509, transmits data to



50



embodiment is provided With a recti?er circuit 200, an inverter 210, and a poWer receiving part 270 in addition to the



The A/ D converter 510 converts values detected by a cur



generator 70 comprised of an alternating current generator, 55



Further, the recti?er circuit 200, the inverter 210, and the poWer receiving part 270 are housed in the casing 65. Note that it is possible to employ a con?guration Where at least some or these recti?er circuit 200, inverter 210, and poWer receiving part 270 are housed in a box mounted on the outside



of the casing 65. Further, it is also possible to employ a con?guration Where a cavity is formed in the casing 65, and the recti?er circuit 200, the inverter 210, and the poWer receiving part 270 are housed in the cavity. The recti?er circuit 200 recti?es alternating current gener ated by the generator 70 and supplies it to the inverter 210.



the transmitting and receiving circuit 240, and receives data from the transmitting and receiving circuit 240. The control signals 504s are for example PWM control signals. rent detector 312 of the current supplied from the inverter 210 to the electric motor 80 into a digital signal. The electric motor 80 is provided With a rotational position



the electric motor 80 comprised of an induction motor, the



secondary battery 110, and the charging circuit 120.



The microprocessor 505 executes the control program stored in the ROM 506. Speci?cally, the microprocessor 505



detector 311. As this rotational position detector 311, for example, an optical rotary encoder or a resolver may be used.



The counter circuit 508 counts pulse signals detected by the rotational position detector 311 in accordance With the rotation of the electric motor 80 and transmits the count as 60



output to the microprocessor 305. When the tool 260 is attached to the spindle 46 and the



spindle 46 is rotated, the secondary battery 110 is charged by the charging circuit 120. By this, the poWer receiving part 270 becomes operable by the electric poWer supplied from the 65



secondary battery 110. The rotation and the drive current of the electric motor 80



are fedback to the processing circuit part 504, so by preparing
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